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What is a Fat Cat Killer?
Fat Cat Killer is a new cryptocurrency, designed for investors searching for a safe

financial instrument to enter the blockchain-driven world of Decentralized Finance (DeFi)

–  and one that, from top to bottom, employs the industry’s best practices.

Founders and experts spent over a decade in the marketplace, creating, trading, living and

breathing crypto. Now, these Subject Matter Experts, in the fields of finance, marketing,

software development and cyber security have come together to form a Dream Team.

With a memorable name, entertaining backstory, real-world utility, a charitable mission to

supercharge its growth, Fat Cat Killer is primed to become the hottest and most trending

coin of 2023. The Cat is coming for the leading doggies!

We have developed a plan to drive kBUSD/kUSDC to the top.

kBUSD/kUSDC will utilize open source technology to the fullest extent to provide

maximum visibility into the project for the community.

Security audit is available on our website coinciding with legal opinions on our

tokenomics and whitepaper.



STAKING & LOTTERY
Our unique Staking contract rewards its holders to use our digital assets to generate a

passive income without selling them with an unprecedented APY.

We have a unique tiered system that rewards our investors based on the duration of

staking with progressively increasing APY. It also allows a flexibility to un-stake at any

time without penalties. The mechanism is set to work for years to come.

Fat Cat Killers has a lottery system where holders can win a variety of coveted prizes.

From an iPad to a luxury watch to increasingly luxurious items, nothing is off the table.

Investors must lock their tokens for a short period of time to be eligible and winners are

chosen randomly via its verified smart contract algorithm.

MERCHANT PARTNERS
Currently, our Token is partnered with a few different Crypto Payment Systems such as

FCFpay, KillerPay, Embr and Simplex, more will be added periodically. Fat Cat Killer also

offers a “tokens back” reward system for its customers in order to achieve its status as

a preferred token of payment.

The Fat Cat Killer brand has a strong presence in the entertainment industry. Our

network allows us to always be in the middle of the best parties, desirable festivals and

to receive the support from the show business icons.

NFT PLATFORM
Fat Cat Killer’s catchy and creative brand lends itself for seamless integration into the

NFT space. Our token is destined for heavy involvement in the NFT sphere using its own

in-house production as well as our partnership with the Startup, Duh!Art.

As part of our marketing strategy, it will select the best of the NFT’s produced by our fat

cat killer community and reward its most creative artists. Its partnership with Duh!Art
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utilizes the best platform to share its members’ creativity with the world. ALL proceeds

received from Duh!Art will be given to the artist(s) responsible for its creation. Duh!Art

also agreed to use our token as the preferred digital currency for their platform.

EXTREME SPORTS
Fat Cat Killer is on the forefront of extreme sports sponsorship. For example, in July we

sponsored world record holder, Hank Amos, at the Catalina Ski Race. The Race is the

only open ocean water challenge to compete across 62 miles of open ocean. It is highly

coveted and followed around the ski racing world. In February 2023, we plan for another

big marketing display by sponsoring an extreme aerial stunt. This aerial stunt uses a

wingsuit pilot dropping from a performance hand-glider : both are awash in Fat Cat Killer

branding. The stunt will be captured by video using an aerial drone capable of matching

the speed of the wingsuit pilot in excess of 120 mph. Our creative participation in the

world of extreme sports brings a unique awareness to the adrenaline pumping brand we

represent. Extreme events require a lot of strategic planning, as lives are at stake. More

events are in the planning stage, and will be released as contracts are executed

between the parties.

CHARITY
Our experiment is simple, we’re testing the hypothesis that crypto can give opportunity

to those afflicted by income inequality. To do this, we’ve partnered with Global

Empowerment Mission (G.E.M.), a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization founded in 2011

that has supported 295 missions in 28 countries, all 50 US states, and territories

including the Caribbean.

We chose G.E.M. as a third party administrator and auditor of our donation fund for

many reasons, one of which is that they have Guidestar’s Platinum Seal of

Transparency; we believe it is important so that crypto investors can feel confident their

donations are held accountable to fulfill their charitable mission(s).
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One of our first incubators is in Honduras, in which G.E.M. will work with Humanity and

Hope United (humanityandhope.org)to build sustainable homes, provide grand farm

irrigation, and new job creation in the unserved remote villages of the country.

Our second incubator is in the island of Puerto Rico, as the 1% own 99% of the island’s

assets, as is the case with the majority of the global economy. Conversations with our

Puerto Rican (PR) contacts are in progress, and Fat Cat Killer, through G.E.M., will

choose our charitable institution(s) within the coming weeks. G.E.M. has a strong

presence in PR through its robust mission in delivering food, aid, shelter, clean water,

and the subsequent rebuilding efforts in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria.

Fat Cat Killers desire to close the gap in income inequality is achieved by creating

opportunities for disadvantaged individuals and their respective communities across

the globe. With our partners we will help fund the creation of economic opportunity

zones, sustainable villages, disaster response, single mothers, youth programs, and

providing the tools and education to empower and elevate those less fortunate onto a

more level  playing field.

MUSIC & ENTERTAINMENT
Fat Cat Killer gives access to its own homegrown variety of Artists into its Multimedia

brand. We made a unique Music Video in Medellin, which is available on our YouTube

channel.

We also have songs from various artists on other channels like Spotify etc. Multiple

artists from around the world already have embraced the Fat Cat Killer brand, such as

legendary Grammy Award winning musician NeYo and TV personality & DJ Blake

Horstmann. More songs will be added periodically by the artists that we choose to

produce.
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